April 27, 2020

Dear Parents,

Thank you for sharing your preferences concerning Phase I-Reopening of ABC on Friday, May 1st, and Phase II-Reopening of ABC on Monday, May 11th. As discussed previously, tomorrow we will review all the information. Please understand that we cannot guarantee start dates until we have a chance to review all of the information and input tomorrow from families, technicians, and BCBA’s. We will then use Wednesday and Thursday to notify technicians and families and confirm final schedules for Phase 1.

Parent Feedback
“A cute story happened today that our technician shared and is definitely fitting with the times! While watching the movie Ratatouille, the character Linguine says something like, "We’re in this together, right?" And, our son responded, "Right!" I have not ever heard him respond to someone in a movie, even though he absolutely loves watching movies! God Bless You and Everyone at ABC!”

Please note, the POEM is a set of guidelines that ABC has set out to follow as additional precautions for everyone’s health and safety. The manual attempts to strike a balance between social distancing that we can control with the increase in the number of patients in the building. We recognize that currently our philosophy errs toward “better safe than sorry.” The manual also remains practical, recognizing that PPE supply lines are still variable and require constant supervision. And, the manual remains responsive to change. We will be monitoring its implementation and effectiveness, and making changes as needed. We welcome any feedback.

Sincerely,

The Strategic Team
Together we are..."Building brighter futures"
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